
OPERATION: BE A SMART SHOPPEROPERATION: BE A SMART SHOPPEROPERATION: BE A SMART SHOPPEROPERATION: BE A SMART SHOPPER
(AKA, getting the most value for your money)

smart shoppers get more for their money. so what does it take to 

be a smart shopper? savette has created a list to help you. just 

follow these simple tips next time you’re ready to go shopping.
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Make a list of needs
Before you spend money on the things you WANT, like a video game,

candy or a bracelet, make sure you buy the things you NEED first,

like food for your pet, or a birthday gift for your mom or dad.

Shop around
Different stores have different prices, so it pays to shop around

for the lowest price. Check prices online, or call different stores

to find out how much they charge for the same item. 

Try it on or try it out
Try on clothes and shoes at the store to make sure they fit and are 

comfortable. Before buying a video game, see if you can try it out it at

the store. Better yet, borrow a copy from your friend to see if you like it.

Avoid “impulse” buys
If you see something you really want to buy, but it’s not on your NEEDS list, 

wait for a few days. You may find that the feeling of “I GOTTA HAVE IT” has 

worn off. If not, see #2 above.

Don’t get fooled by sales
Not all sales are a bargain. If the sale item isn’t on your NEEDS list, you may 

be wasting your money on something you won’t even use. Remember, a 

sale is only a bargain when you actually NEED the item that’s on sale.
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m3 money fun fact:
The average dollar bill wears 
out in less than two years
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OPERATION: STOP OPERATION: STOP 

SPENDIT’S SCAMSPENDIT’S SCAM
OPERATION:OPERATION:  STOP STOP 

SPENDIT’S SCAMSPENDIT’S SCAM
The Evil Dr. Spendit is on his way to the Megatown Corner Store. 
His plan is to scam people before they go shopping. Solve the 
maze to help Cash and Violet get there before he does.

Find the answer at the top right of this page.

m3 fun fact: did you know dr. spendit is 
afraid of puppies... especially the cute ones!

I have a tail and a head, but no body. What am I? A coin. 

Why did the man go into the pizza business? 
He wanted to make some quick dough.

Why was the basketball player in trouble 
with the bank? He kept bouncing checks.

Where can you find money whenever 

you look for it? In the dictionary. 

Why did the woman go outside with her purse open? 

Because she expected some change in the weather!
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